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MOVING THE BOUNDARIES
This final course in ‘The Movement Solution’ series presents a systemised framework to help

you further optimise your clinical skill set. Through the use of evidence-based assessment

and movement retraining it seeks to match each individual to the most the efficient clinical

intervention so as to address presentations of the elbow, forearm wrist and hand and the

lower leg. Without doubt the course provides a unique mix, addressing persistent

presentations associated to these complex regions through the employment of targeted

movement interventions. Additionally, specific focus is given to the evaluation of movement

patterns and muscle synergies seen to play a significant role in the compromised function

and recurrence of the upper limb and lower leg. Attention is paid to the integration of

movement strategies in to whole body, multi-joint movement patterns so as to improve

long-term quality of life for each individual. 

 

Specifically, the course explores clinical presentations of the arm and lower leg. Clinical

differentiation and strategies for best dealing with concurrent neck, upper rib, shoulder and

arm pain & lower leg, lumbar and pelvic pain will be discussed. The course also presents

clinical reasoning strategies for managing pain patterns, identifying clinical priorities for

refining and progressing movement retraining options. Consideration will also be given to

the management of Thoracic Outlet Syndrome.

 

The clinical reasoning processes will be introduced, explored and applied to evaluate and

plan the management of complex musculoskeletal pain. Alongside the comprehensive

management of presentations of the lower leg and arm there will be an in-depth exploration

of current theory and practice of pain mechanism and presentations, in-line with the Kinetic

Control clinical reasoning framework and include:

Differentiating and managing concurrent mechanical peripheral neurogenic and central

neurogenic pain, clinical identification and management strategies for dealing with

radicular pain arising from:

nerve compression mechanisms & neuro-dynamic interface

neurodynamic sensitisation mechanisms

myofascial trigger point referral

capsular and bursae referral

neuro-fascial referral

visceral and somatic pain

Understanding and clinical reasoning strategies for managing movement related

neurogenic pain

peripheral versus central neurogenic pain

Managing concurrent mechanical peripheral neurogenic and central neurogenic pain in

the cervico-thoracic regions
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KEY FEATURES
Detailed evaluation, mobilisation and movement retraining of the knee, foot and

ankle.

Detailed evaluation, mobilisation and movement retraining of the upper rib, and

arm.

Clinical differentiation and strategies for best dealing with concurrent neck, upper

rib, shoulder and arm pain and lower leg, lumbar and pelvic pain

Assessment, differentiation, mobilisation and movement control retraining for

Thoracic Outlet

COURSE CONTENT
Updating the “state of the development” of uncontrolled movement

Assessment, mobilisation and movement control retraining of the knee, lower leg

and foot for both common and not so common presentations of the knee, ankle

and foot.

Explore the different phases of gait including single and double leg support,

weight transfer over the foot and the sagittal and rotational components

Consider the relationship between the development of uncontrolled movement

and the presence of a number of factors such as restriction, pain and previous

injury

Assessment, diagnosis of uncontrolled movement and movement retraining for

the elbow, forearm and hand

Differentiating and managing concurrent mechanical peripheral neurogenic and

central neurogenic pain

Clinical identification and management strategies for dealing with radicular pain

arising from:

nerve compression mechanisms

neurodynamic sensitisation mechanisms

myofascial trigger point referral

capsular and bursae referral

neuro-fascial referral

Understanding and clinical reasoning strategies for managing movement related

neurogenic pain

peripheral versus central neurogenic pain
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Managing concurrent mechanical peripheral neurogenic and central neurogenic pain in the

cervico-thoracic regions

Clinical differentiation and strategies for best dealing with concurrent neck, upper rib,

shoulder and arm pain and impairments with a specific emphasis on assessment,

differentiation, mobilisation and movement control retraining for Thoracic Outlet disorders

Identifying clinical priorities for refining and progressing movement retraining options

Discuss the relationship between Uncontrolled Movement and the development of pain

Understand the links between restrictions of motion, movement compensation strategies

and the development of Uncontrolled Movement

Perform a systematic movement assessment and develop management retraining strategies

for the knee, lower leg and foot and the elbow, forearm and hand

Demonstrate an understanding of the presence of movement control impairments during

gait

Recognise the clinical features that differentiate mechanical / inflammatory

neuromusculoskeletal pain and neurogenic pain

Understand the differences in clinical presentation of peripheral neurogenic pain

mechanisms and centrally mediated neurogenic pain

Discuss strategies to manage central neurogenic pain, peripheral neurogenic pain and

mechanical / inflammatory neuromusculoskeletal pain

Understand the differences in clinical presentation of radicular pain processes. These include

nerve compression mechanisms, neurodynamic sensitisation mechanisms, myofascial

trigger point referral, capsular and bursae referral and neuro-fascial referral

Discuss the underlying processes behind these different radicular pain mechanisms and

develop strategies to manage radicular pain

Use clinical reasoning processes to evaluate and plan the management of complex

multifactorial musculoskeletal pain

Discuss the clinical reasoning process behind the choice of movement retraining strategies

to manage complex multi-joint pain and identify clinical priorities from refining and

progressing movement retraining options

At the end of this course the participant should be able to:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
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The participant should demonstrate the ability to apply principles of assessment and motor

control retraining to:

Perform a systematic movement assessment to make diagnoses of Uncontrolled Movement

in multifactorial presentation of concurrent neck, upper rib, shoulder girdle and arm pain /

impairment

Develop and implement strategies to prioritise movement control retraining in multi joint

upper quadrant / thoracic outlet pain / impairment

Demonstrate clinical reasoning strategies for managing movement related neurogenic pain

Identify clinical priorities for refining and progressing movement retraining options

Day 1 (am): Updating the “state of the development” of uncontrolled movement. Really

understanding the neuro-physiology behind the ‘BIO’ part of the biopsychosocial

approach to chronic and recurrent pain and the evidence to support and integrated

neuro-science approach to managing persistent pain

 

Day 1 (pm), Day 2 and Day 3 (am): Detailed evaluation of uncontrolled movement and

movement retraining interventions for the knee, lower leg and foot

 

Day 3 (pm) and Day 4 (am): Detailed evaluation of uncontrolled movement and

movement retraining interventions for the elbow, forearm and hand

 

Day 4 (pm) and 5: Radicular / referred pain revisited. Differentiation and management

strategies for the primary causes of radicular pain neural compression neuro-dynamic

interface sensitisation myofascial triggerpoint referral capsular radiculopathy visceral /

somatic Understanding and clinical reasoning strategies for managing movement

related neurogenic pain peripheral versus central neurogenic pain. Thoracic Outlet

evaluation and management

 

Programme subject to change

PROGRAMME OUTLINE


